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Abstract
In this paper we study the topology of a compactification of the space of holomorphic maps of fixed
degree from CP 1 into a finite-dimensional complex Grassmann manifold. We show that there is a
homotopy equivalence through a range, increasing with the degree, between these compact spaces
and an infinite-dimensional complex Grassmann manifold. These compact spaces form a direct
system indexed by the degree, and the direct limit is homotopy equivalent to an infinite-dimensional
complex Grassmann manifold. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In [15] Segal proved that the inclusion of the space of all holomorphic maps from CP 1
to CPk of degree d ∈N into the space of all continuous maps from S2 to CPk of degree d
is a homotopy equivalence through a range that increases with d . He proved this result for
both based and unbased maps. Segal also proved a similar result in homology for spaces
of unbased maps from a general Riemann surface into CPk . In [10] Kirwan extended
Segal’s result for homology to spaces of unbased maps from a Riemann surface into a
finite-dimensional complex Grassmann manifold, and in [2] Boyer et al. extended Segal’s
result in both homology and homotopy to maps from CP 1 into an arbitrary flag manifold.
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Segal’s original work was motivated by the role that spaces of holomorphic maps play
in control theory. A complex controllable and observable linear system is a system of
differential equations of the form
x˙(t) = Ax(t)+Bu(t),
y(t) = Cx(t)
where A, B , and C are matrices with entries in C [7]. Two controllable and observable
linear systems (A,B,C) and (A′,B ′,C′) are said to be state space equivalent if there
exists a matrix S such that
(A,B,C)∼ (SAS−1, SB,CS−1)= (A′,B ′,C′).
The space of based holomorphic maps from CP 1 to Gn,n+k(C) of degree d is in one-to-
one correspondence with the set of state space equivalence classes of controllable and
observable linear systems of McMillan degree d [13]. The homology of the space of
based holomorphic maps from CP 1 to Gn,n+k(C) of degree d gives information about the
complexity of the moduli space of controllable and observable linear systems of McMillan
degree d , and it is this connection that motivated Mann and Milgram to compute the
homology of the space of holomorphic maps of degree d from CP 1 to Gn,n+k(C) [12].
These mapping spaces also have compactifications which are of considerable interest in
control theory, as well as symplectic geometry and gauge theory. In [3] Byrnes constructed
a compactification of the space of based holomorphic maps of degree d from CP 1 to
Gn,n+k(C) by embedding this mapping space into a large finite-dimensional complex
Grassmann manifold Gn,(d+1)(n+k)(C) and then taking the closure of the mapping space
inside Gn,(d+1)(n+k)(C). Byrnes used this compactification to obtain new results on pole
placement by degree one compensators, which are still considered “state of the art” [8].
In [11] Kirwan computed the Betti numbers of a compactification of the moduli space of
stable vector bundles of fixed rank and fixed degree over a compact Riemann surface of
genus g > 2. More recently, Bertram, Daskalopoulos, and Wentworth constructed three
different compactifications of the space of holomorphic maps of fixed degree from a
Riemann surface of genus g into a finite-dimensional complex Grassmann manifold [1].
They then used these compactifications to provide a framework for calculating Donaldson-
type Gromov invariants.
In this paper we study the topology of a compactification of the space of unbased holo-
morphic maps of degree d from CP 1 to Gn,n+k(C). This compactification is the analogue
of Byrnes’ compactification. We prove that this compactification Hold(CP 1,Gn,n+k(C))
is homotopy equivalent to the classifying space BGLn(C) through a range that increases
with d . More specifically, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. There exists a map Hold (CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)) → BGLn(C) which induces
isomorphisms in homotopy groups through dimension
(
(d+1)(n+k)
n
)− ((d+1)(n−1)
n
)− 2.
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Moreover, the compactified spaces form a direct system with respect to the degree and
in the limit we obtain a homotopy equivalence.
Corollary 2. The direct limit of
Hol1
(
CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)
)→Hol2(CP 1,Gn,n+k(C))→·· ·
is homotopy equivalent to BGLn(C).
2. The compactification
Let Mn,n+k(C[z]) be the set of n× (n+ k) matrices with entries in the polynomial ring
C[z]. The group GLn(C[z]), consisting of all n×nmatrices with polynomial entries whose
determinant is a non-zero constant, acts on Mn,n+k(C[z]) by multiplication on the left.
GLn
(
C[z])×Mn,n+k(C[z])→Mn,n+k(C[z]).
Let Pn,n+k(C[z]) denote the space of polynomial maps from C to the Stiefel manifold
Vn,n+k(C). A matrix in Mn,n+k(C[z]) has
(
n+k
n
)
minors of size n× n. The determinants
of these minors are in C[z]. Pn,n+k(C[z]) is the subspace of Mn,n+k(C[z]) consisting of
those matrices such that these
(
n+k
n
)
polynomials do not all have a root in common. Since
multiplying an element of Mn,n+k(C[z]) on the left by an element of GLn(C[z]) can only
change the determinants of the n × n minors by an element of C\{0}, the above action
restricts to an action on Pn,n+k(C[z]).
GLn
(
C[z])× Pn,n+k(C[z])→ Pn,n+k(C[z]).
Moreover, this action restricts to the subspace Pdn,n+k(C[z]) consisting of those matrices
whose n× n determinants are all of degree less than or equal to degree d with at least one
determinant having degree d .
The following result is well known [9,12].
Theorem 3. The space of holomorphic maps of degree d from CP 1 to the complex
Grassmann manifold Gn,n+k(C) with the compact open topology is homeomorphic to
Pdn,n+k(C[z])/GLn(C[z]) topologized with the quotient topology.
Hold
(
CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)
)≈ Pdn,n+k(C[z])/GLn (C[z]).
Note that when n= 1 this theorem says that there exists an embedding of the mapping
space Hold (CP 1,CPk) into CP (d+1)(1+k)−1 because GL1(C[z]) = C\{0}. When n > 1
a similar embedding exists of Hold(CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)) into Gn,(d+1)(n+k)(C). To define
this embedding we will first describe a normal form for matrices in the quotient space
Pdn,n+k(C[z])/GLn(C[z]).
The action
GLn
(
C[z])×Mn,n+k(C[z])→Mn,n+k(C[z])
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corresponds to polynomial row operations on an element of Mn,n+k(C[z]). That is, by
multiplying an element of Mn,n+k(C[z]) on the left by an element of GLn(C[z]) we can
interchange rows, multiply a row by a non-zero constant, or add a polynomial multiple of
one row to another row [5]. Let (pij (z)) ∈Mn,n+k(C[z]). By multiplying (pij (z)) on the
left by elements of GLn(C[z]) we can put (pij (z)) into the following polynomial reduced
row echelon form:
p1 1 · · · p1 i1 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
p2 1 · · · p2 i1 p2 i1+1 · · · p2 i2 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
pn1 · · · pni1 pni1+1 · · · pni2 pni2+1 · · · pnin 0 · · · 0

where i1, . . . , in is a strictly increasing sequence of integers between 1 and n + k, the
rightmost polynomial in each row is a non-zero monic polynomial, and the polynomials
below each of p1 i1,p2 i2, . . . , pn−1 in−1 all have degree strictly less than the degree
of p1 i1 ,p2 i2, . . . , pn−1 in−1 , respectively. By considering the possible polynomial row
operations induced by the action of GLn(C[z]) on Mn,n+k(C[z]) it is easy to see that each
orbit contains a unique matrix in polynomial reduced row echelon form.
It is well known that Pdn,n+k(C[z])/GLn(C[z]) is a complex analytic manifold with local
coordinate charts given by the coefficients of the polynomials of a matrix in reduced row
echelon form [4,12]. The transition functions are given by multiplying by elements of
GLn(C[z]) which can be solved for using Cramer’s Rule. This complex analytic structure
on Pdn,n+k(C[z])/GLn(C[z]) is defined analogous to the complex analytic structure on
Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)/GLn(C)= Gn,(d+1)(n+k)(C) [6]. In both cases the topology defined by
these local coordinate charts agrees with the quotient topology.
Let d ∈ N and let Cd [z] denote the vector space of polynomials of degree less than
or equal to d . It is easy to show that a matrix M ∈ Pdn,n+k(C[z]) which is in polynomial
reduced row echelon form has entries in Cd [z] and therefore has rows that can be thought
of as elements of the complex vector space
Cd [z] × · · · ×Cd [z]︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+k
≈C(d+1)(n+k).
Since Hold (CP 1,Gn,n+k(C))≈ Pdn,n+k(C[z])/GLn(C[z]) we can define a map
φ : Hold
(
CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)
)→Gn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)
by sending a holomorphic curve σ to the plane in C(d+1)(n+k) spanned by the rows of the
unique polynomial reduced row echelon form matrix in the orbit corresponding to σ . The
above observations concerning the complex analytic structures on Pdn,n+k(C[z])/GLn(C[z])
and Gn,(d+1)(n+k)(C) make the proof of the following theorem immediate.
Theorem 4. φ is a complex analytic embedding.
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To compactify Hold(CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)) we take the closure of this space embedded in
Gn,(d+1)(n+k)(C).
Definition 5.
Hold
(
CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)
)= φ(Hold(CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)))⊆Gn,(d+1)(n+k)(C).
Note that points in Gn,(d+1)(n+k)(C) can be represented by elements in the vector space
Mn,n+k(C[z]) (modulo the action of GLn(C)) and so it makes sense to talk about the n×n
determinants computed by treating each polynomial as a single entry in the matrix. We
will refer to these
(
n+k
n
)
determinants as the polynomial determinants of an element of
Gn,(d+1)(n+k)(C). They are well defined up to an element of C\{0}.
Theorem 6. Hold(CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)) is the set of points in the closure of the Schubert cell
e((d+1)(1+k), . . ., (d+1)(n+k)) in the complex Grassmann manifoldGn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)
whose n×n polynomial determinants are all of degree less than or equal to d . When n= 1
we have the following
Hold
(
CP 1,CPk
)=CP (d+1)(1+k)−1.
Proof. It is clear that a matrix in Pdn,n+k(C[z])which is in polynomial reduced row echelon
form has rows that span a plane in the closure of the Schubert cell e((d + 1)(1 + k),
. . . , (d + 1)(n+ k)) (Our notation for Schubert cells follows [14, Section 6].) Therefore,
φ
(
Hold (CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)
)⊆ e((d + 1)(1+ k), . . . , (d + 1)(n+ k)).
Since the n × n polynomial determinants of an element of Mn,n+k(C[z]) can only
have finitely many zeros in common, Pn,n+k(C[z]) is dense in Mn,n+k(C[z]). Hence
φ(Hold (CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)) is dense in the set of points in the closure of e((d + 1)(1+ k),
. . . , (d + 1)(n+ k)) whose n× n polynomial determinants are all of degree less than or
equal to d .
For the case n = 1 simply note that the Schubert cell e((d + 1)(1 + k)) is dense in
CP (d+1)(1+k)−1 and the condition on the n× n polynomial determinants is vacuous when
n= 1. 2
3. The homotopy groups of Hold (CP 1,Gn,n+k(C))
In this section we prove that Hold (CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)) and BGLn(C) are homotopy
equivalent through a range that increases with d .
Pick any d ∈ N and recall that Cd [z] is the vector space of all complex polynomials of
degree less than or equal to d and Mn,n+k(Cd [z]) is the set of all n × (n + k) matrices
with elements in Cd [z] ≈C(d+1). Let Mdn,n+k(Cd [z]) denote the subset of Mn,n+k(Cd [z])
consisting of those matrices whose n × n polynomial determinants are all contained in
Cd [z]. The condition for an element α ∈ Mn,n+k(Cd [z]) to be in Mdn,n+k(Cd [z]) is an
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algebraic condition given by
(
n+k
n
)
(dn− d) polynomial equations in the coefficients of the
polynomial entries of α. Note that each α ∈Mdn,n+k(Cd [z]) can be written as
α = (α1 α2 · · · αn+k)
where each αi can be thought of as an element of Mn,d+1(C). Let Cdn,n+k be the collection
of those α ∈ Mdn,n+k(Cd [z]) that satisfy the following condition: all j × j complex
determinants of the matrix
(αn+k+2−j αn+k+2−j+1 · · · αn+k) ∈Mn,(d+1)(j−1)(C)
are zero for all 26 j 6 n. Thus Cdn,n+k is a subset ofMdn,n+k(Cd [z]) determined by a finite
set of polynomial equations in the coefficients of the polynomial entries. By considering
the standard basis for a point in a Schubert cell (see [14, Section 6]) and standard complex
row reduction techniques it is not hard to see that the preimage of
Hold
(
CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)
)⊆Gn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)
under the quotient map
pi :Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)→Gn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)
is Cdn,n+k ∩ Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C).
Lemma 7. Cdn,n+k is contractible.
Proof. Note that for c ∈C and α ∈Cdn,n+k we have cα ∈Cdn,n+k . So, for t ∈ [0,1] we can
define Ft :Cdn,n+k→ Cdn,n+k by Ft(α)= tα. This gives the desired homotopy, and we see
that the space contracts to the zero matrix. 2
Lemma 8.
Hj
(
Cdn,n+k ∩ Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)
)= 0
for all j < ((d+1)(n+k)
n
)− ((d+1)(n−1)
n
)− 1.
Proof. Let D be the subset of Cdn,n+k consisting of those matrices whose rows are linearly
dependent as elements of the complex vector space C(d+1)(n+k).
Cdn,n+k ∩ Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)= Cdn,n+k −D,
D is the closed analytic subvariety of Cdn,n+k consisting of those matrices whose n × n
complex minors are all zero. Since all the n × n minors of the rightmost (d + 1)(n− 1)
columns of a matrix in Cdn,n+k are already zero, D is the intersection of C
d
n,n+k with the
zero set of an additional
(
(d+1)(n+k)
n
)−((d+1)(n−1)
n
)
polynomials. By a result of Kirwan [10,
Theorem 6.1], it follows that
Hj
(
Cdn,n+k −D
)=Hj(Cdn,n+k)= 0
for all j <
(
(d+1)(n+k)
n
)− ((d+1)(n−1)
n
)− 1. 2
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Lemma 9. Cdn,n+k ∩ Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C) is simply connected. Hence,
pij
(
Cdn,n+k ∩ Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)
)= 0
for all j < ((d+1)(n+k)
n
)− ((d+1)(n−1)
n
)− 1.
Proof. Fix an ordering on the
(
(d+1)(n+k)
n
)
complex n × n minors of the matrices in
Cdn,n+k ∩ Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C) and let I1, . . . , Im be the indices in this ordering corresponding
to those minors such that there exists a matrix in Cdn,n+k ∩ Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C) whose Ij th
minor has non-zero determinant. For every 1 6 j 6 m let UIj be the collection of those
matrices in Cdn,n+k ∩ Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C) whose Ij th n× n minor has non-zero determinant,
union an additional matrix M . M is chosen to be a matrix with all entries zero except for
one n × n complex minor equal to the identity matrix in columns corresponding to the
constant terms of the polynomial entries.
Any loop in UIj can be contracted to M . One way of contracting such a loop is to first
perturb the loop so that it does not go through M , then contract all the entries outside
the Ij th minor to zero, and then contract the entries in the Ij th minor to zero while
continuously deforming the other n× n complex minor to the identity matrix. Therefore,
pi1(UIj )= 0 for all 16 j 6m.
It is easy to see that UI1 ∩UI2 is path connected and hence by the Seifert–Van Kampen
Theorem pi1(UI1 ∪UI2)= 0. By considering
(UI1 ∪UI2)∩UI3 = (UI1 ∩UI3)∪ (UI2 ∩UI3)
one can easily see that (UI1 ∪UI2)∩UI3 is path connected and hence pi1(UI1 ∪UI2 ∪UI3)=
0. Continuing this process one sees that
pi1(UI1 ∪ · · · ∪UIm)= pi1
(
Cdn,n+k ∩ Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)
)= 0.
The last statement follows from the Hurewicz Theorem and Lemma 8. 2
Theorem 10. There exists a map Hold (CP 1,Gn,n+k(C))→ BGLn(C) which induces
isomorphisms in homotopy groups through dimension
(
(d+1)(n+k)
n
)− ((d+1)(n−1)
n
)− 2.
Proof. The principle bundle
GLn(C) Cdn,n+k ∩ Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)
pi
Hold (CP 1,Gn,n+k(C))
induces the following fibration
Cdn,n+k ∩ Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C) pi Hold(CP 1,Gn,n+k(C))
BGLn(C)
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By the previous lemma pij (Cdn,n+k ∩ Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)) = 0 for all j <
(
(d+1)(n+k)
n
) −(
(d+1)(n−1)
n
)− 1 and hence the map
Hold
(
CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)
)→ BGLn(C)
induces isomorphisms in homotopy groups through the same range. 2
4. The direct limit of the compactified spaces
The inclusion
Mn,n+k
(
Cd [z])→Mn,n+k(Cd+1[z])
induces an inclusion of Stiefel manifolds
Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)→ Vn,(d+2)(n+k)(C)
and Grassmann manifolds
Gn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)→Gn,(d+2)(n+k)(C)
which in turn induces an inclusion
Hold
(
CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)
)→Hold+1(CP 1,Gn,n+k(C))
by Theorem 6. These inclusion maps determine the following direct system.
Hol1
(
CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)
)→Hol2(CP 1,Gn,n+k(C))→·· · .
The results of the previous section show that the homotopy direct limit of this system is
homotopy equivalent to BGLn(C). We now give a relatively quick self-contained proof that
the ordinary direct limit is homotopy equivalent to BGLn(C).
Let H˜old denote the preimage of
Hold
(
CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)
)⊆Gn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)
under the quotient map
pi :Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C)→Gn,(d+1)(n+k)(C).
In other words, H˜old is Cdn,n+k ∩ Vn,(d+1)(n+k)(C) from the previous section.
Lemma 11. The direct limit of
H˜ol1→ H˜ol2→ H˜ol3→·· ·
is contractible.
Proof. It suffices to show that the homotopy groups of the direct limit are all zero. Pick
any d ∈N. The inclusion
id,1 : H˜old→ H˜old+1
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can be described as follows. An element α ∈ H˜old ⊆ V(d+1)(n+k)(C) is an n × (d + 1) ·
(n+ k) matrix. For each 16 i 6 n+ k let αi denote the ith n× (d + 1) block.
α = (α1 α2 · · · αn+k)
id,1(α) is the matrix obtained by placing a column of zeroes in front of each αi .
id,1(α)= (0n×1α1 0n×1α2 · · · 0n×1αn+k).
The inclusion
id,n2+nd : H˜old→ H˜old+n2+nd
is the composition id,n2+nd = id+n2+nd−1,1 ◦ · · · ◦ id,1. Thus,
id,n2+nd(α)=
(
0n×(n2+nd)α1 0n×(n2+nd)α2 · · · 0n×(n2+nd)αn+k
)
,
where 0n×(n2+nd) is the n× (n2 + nd) zero matrix. The map
Hd,n2+nd : H˜old × [0,1]→ H˜old+n2+nd
defined by
Hd,n2+nd(α, t)
= (0n×n2+nd−n(1− t)In×ntα1 0n×(n2+nd)tα2 · · · 0n×(n2+nd)tαn+k),
where In×n is the n × n identity matrix is a homotopy from id,n2+nd to a constant map.
Therefore the homotopy groups of the direct limit are all zero. 2
Theorem 12.
lim−→d Hold
(
CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)
)' BGLn(C).
Proof. The group action of GLn(C) on H˜old commutes with the inclusion maps. Therefore
the quotient of the direct limit of
H˜ol1→ H˜ol2→ ·· ·
is the direct limit of the quotient spaces
Hol1
(
CP 1,Gn,n+k(C)
)→Hol2(CP 1,Gn,n+k(C))→·· · .
Since GLn(C) acts freely on the contractible space lim−→dH˜old , the quotient space of this
direct limit is homotopy equivalent to BGLn(C). 2
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